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ML
Training
A look at Michael Langford’s
yard where horses are
produced from start to finish
for all disciplines
FACT FILE
 Business: ML
Training
 Owner: Michael
Langford
 Location:
Dumpford Manor
Farm, Trotton,
Petersfield, GU31 5JR
 Contact: 07834 956900
/www.mltraining.co.uk
 Facilities: 150 x 60m outdoor reining
arena, 45 x 24m indoor school with
western surface, 50m round pen, all year
turnout and hacking.
 Services: Training, colt starting, instruction,
clinics, confidence building, show preparation

Michael has been working with horses since he left school and
started with International judge and trainer Bob Mayhew at Wye
Oak Quarter Horses in 2004. In 2009 he had the opportunity to
start his own business based at the Mayhew facility where he
starts and trains horses and coaches riders. Michael has enjoyed
national success in all disciplines on the show circuit with horses
he has trained from the start, including several National
Championships in reining.
Michael is assisted by UKCC Coach Debbie Cocklin and
receives regular mentoring from World Champion trainer Al
Dunning. All horses under the care of ML Training are produced
using the principles of pressure and release. Individual physical
and mental capabilities are given top priority so that horses are
not pushed beyond what they are ready for.
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MICHAEL’S
FAVOURITE
PRODUCTS
 Baileys Horse Feeds
The range from Baileys
has something for every
need from youngstock
nutrition to conditioning,
high fibre feeds to
performance mixes.
 Longhorn Jeans
Great fit and great value.
I live in these jeans and
wholeheartedly
recommend them for
any western rider.
 AD Tack
The range designed by
Al Dunning from Schutz
Bros is fantastic quality
and value. It is so tough
and I use it daily.

 Pelleted Wood Bedding
Save time mucking out,
reduce your muck heap
and save money –
swapping to wood pellet
bedding was a no brainer!
 Carhartt Jacket
I live in my
Sandstone jacket
every winter and
wear it riding, doing
yard work and out
and about. Not
cheap but so
durable.

 Won Pad
Won Pads come in different thicknesses
and provide a stable, comfortable platform
under a saddle for daily riding and
showing.
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